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1) Background to the study:
1.1. The forthcoming South Somerset Local Development Framework (LDF) will
be required to allocate new development sites for both housing and employment for
the period 2006-2026, with the focus of major growth placed upon Yeovil, thereafter
the district’s major towns and rural centres. As part of the process of finding
suitable sites for development, a landscape study to assess the capacity of the
settlement fringe to accommodate new development in a landscape-sympathetic
manner, is commissioned. This will complement other evidence-based work that
will contribute to the LDF process.
1.2
PPS 7 commends the approach to the identification of countryside character
developed by the Countryside Agency (now Natural England) and suggests that it
can assist in accommodating necessary change due to development without
sacrifice of local character and distinctiveness. National landscape guidelines
similarly advise that visual impact can be determined as being significant when
judged against the context and sensitivity of the landscape, and where there is an
incompatibility of scale and character between a proposal and the attributes of the
receiving landscape: Consequently this landscape study seeks to evaluate both the
landscape character and visual sensitivity of each of 13 selected settlements, to
enable an assessment of their capacity to absorb additional development, and an
indication of potential growth areas (areas of highest capacity).
1.3
Each assessment will establish and refine a study area for each settlement in
3-stages;
i) Using the settlement centre as fulcrum, a circle is drawn to include and contain
the furthermost spread of development, to thus define an area within a radius
encompassing all growth associated with that settlement. This central focus is for
the purpose of seeking settlement growth in close proximity to the town’s
commercial centre.
ii) Where pertinent, a second line is drawn beyond the town boundary, at a set
distance from the current edge (the distance proportional to settlement size) to allow
potential for a coherent urban extension alongside the town’s current extent.
iii) Finally, these lines are adjusted to coincide with established and credible
landscape boundaries to thus establish the study area. Adjacent villages in close
proximity may be included within the study, to enable their separate identity to be
considered in relationship to the main settlement.
Structure of the report.
1.4
A general description of the settlement acts as a preface to a character study
of both the settlement and its surround. The sensitivity of the local landscape’s
character is then assessed, particularly in relationship to development form,
alongside an appraisal of the visibility of each site, and its visual sensitivity. The
potential of each study area’s capacity to absorb an impact of built form and
associated development is then evaluated using these character and visual profiles,
with constraints factored into a capacity matrix, to arrive at an indication of potential
development sites.
1.5

This study considers Crewkerne.
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2) The settlement
2.1
Crewkerne lays to the south of the county close to the Dorset border, and is
the district’s third major town. It is sited in a headwater valley of the River Parrett, at
the eastern toe of Windwhistle Hill, and lays at the intersection of the A30 London Exeter, and A356 Martock – Dorchester roads, which converge on the medieval
market place. The town has Saxon origins, and its strategic location for market
trade encouraged steady growth from the 11th century onwards. Cloth manufacture
contributed to the local economy through the middle ages, which later grew to
encompass sail-cloth and webbing, establishing factories off both North and South
Street in the 18th century. The town has seen substantial residential development
over the last sixty years, which has now taken the population toward 7000
inhabitants.
2.2
The town has spread south, east and north from its medieval market place
origins, though the main commercial area of the town remains concentrated on
Market Street. Residential growth spread initially along the main arterial roads from
the late 18th century, whilst the past 60 years has seen the infill of land between
these roads, primarily in the form of large housing estates in the southeast
quadrant, extending to Kithill. The main employment area lays to the east of the
town centre, concentrated to the north side of the A356 road to Dorchester.
2.3
Crewkerne originated within a valley setting, initially contained by Bincombe
Hill and its associated shoulder of land to the north, whilst the high ground forming
the Axe:Parrett:Isle watershed, which follows the sides of Shave Hill, skirting
Maiden Beech in a westerly direction to join with the Windwhistle footslopes, defines
its southwest extent. To the west, local ridges through which deep combes are
incised, act as a surround above the town centre, whilst to the east, the setting is
less defined, for the valley opens toward the course of the Parrett, some 2 km. from
the centre of town and north of Misterton. Recent hilltop development over
Bincombe and Middle Hills has now taken the town beyond its original setting to the
north, and this outward extension will be further spread over the outer hillsides
when the housing allocation associated with the CLR key site is built.
Identification of the study area
2.4
Based upon the methodology outlined in para 1.3, the extent of the
Crewkerne study area is broadly defined by a line that runs east from above
Broadshard to Haselbury Mill, thereafter turning south to follow the course of the
Parrett, and in turn a tributary that courses through Misterton village. The line then
follows field boundaries west across the hillside below Henley Manor, to skirt
Henley Copse before turning north to cross the B3165 (Lyme Road) above Hewish,
to join with the A30 at Roundham. It then follows the watercourse through Main
combe, crossing the Hinton Road at Shutteroaks, still following the watercourse
northeast toward Merriott before linking with the parish boundary to complete the
limit of the study area by Broadshard. The study area is indicated on figure 1 –
context.
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3) Landscape Character
The national context:
3.1
Landscape character assessment is an approach that aids recognition and
understanding of the differences between landscapes, and states what constitutes
local distinctiveness. In 1996, the Countryside Agency (now Natural England)
undertook a national study of the character of England’s landscape, to enable
definition and description of the range and diversity of the English landscape, and
its categorisation into ‘character areas’. This study was published as a national
map, with accompanying regional volumes that describe the resultant areas in
detail. Volume 8: South West England, places Crewkerne within character area 140
– Yeovil Scarplands, whilst area 147 – Blackdown Hills lays close to the southwest
of the study area. The key characteristics of the Yeovil Scarplands as noted by the
assessment are:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

A very varied landscape of hills, wide valley bottoms, ridgetops and combes
united by scarps of Jurassic limestone.
Mainly a remote rural area, with villages and high church towers.
A wide variety of local building materials including predominantly Ham Hill
stone.
Small manor houses and large mansions with landscape parks.
Varied land use: arable on the better low-lying land, woodland on the steep
ridges and deep combes.

3.2
The full descriptive text of the Yeovil Scarplands character area is available
on the Natural England website,
www.countryside.gov.uk/LAR/Landscape/CC/south_west/yeovil_scarplands.asp"
Typical of Crewkerne and its surrounding landscape are the following extracts:
This is a landscape of very varied landform and complex geology, which is united by the
rhythm of the broad ridges and steep scarps of the Jurassic limestone ….. The tributaries of
the Yeo and Parrett dissect the scarp slopes into a pattern of rolling ridges and valleys and
flow north towards Bridgwater Bay….. Between the scarps and ridges, the clay vales are
mostly gently rolling landscapes of medium-size fields with a dominant field pattern
extending up and over the rising ground. There are also areas with a strongly rectilinear
pattern, which are mostly arable, and others where hedges are low or non-existent and
trees largely absent.
The use of local stone in the older buildings is a unifying feature within the area. Some of
the settlements … …have substantial and often dominant churches which serve to
emphasise the significance of the stone.
From early Saxon times throughout the Middle Ages, centres like South Petherton,
Crewkerne, and Bruton were of continued importance as Saxon burghs and later medieval
boroughs. Although the area has many settlements, the villages and hamlets tend to lie in
the valleys, so that some views across the ridges give the impression of a sparsely settled
land. The most favoured sites, near the streams and rivers, are the locations for towns….
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The land is primarily in agricultural use with a mixture of arable, dairying and stock rearing.
Arable predominates on the good, fertile soils like the Yeovil Sands … Grassland is the
principal land cover, with a range from lush, improved pastures in the valley bottoms to
steep hillside pastures. The latter in places run to scrub and many are of natureconservation interest. Small woodlands, scrub and copses are present, particularly in the
sunken hollows and 'goyles'.

The local context:
3.3
A historic landscape characterisation study was undertaken by Somerset
County Council Heritage team, completed in 2001. This study differentiates
between unenclosed, anciently enclosed, and recently enclosed land, and notes
ancient woodland sites and historic parkland. The character plan for the Crewkerne
area is included at appendix 2, and where pertinent, informs the landscape
sensitivity appraisal, section 4.0.
3.4
SSDC undertook a detailed assessment of district-wide character; ‘The
Landscape of South Somerset’ in 1993. This study places Crewkerne and its wider
surrounds at the junction of 3 visual character regions (VCRs) namely; 1) Ham Hill
plateau, Yeovil Sands escarpments and valleys; 2) Ridges and Vales south and
west of Yeovil, and; 3) Windwhistle ridge footslopes and valleys. This in itself is an
indication of the diversity of landscape in the area surrounding the town. Each VCR
is sub-divided into landscape character areas (LCAs) and the following LCAs cover
the Crewkerne study area;
i)
ii)
iii)

Yeovil Sands Hills and Valleys (within the ‘Ham Hill plateau, Yeovil
Sands escarpments and valleys’ VCR);
Ridges and Vales south and west of Yeovil (named as the VCR) and;
Southern slopes and combes (within the ‘Windwhistle ridge footslopes
and valleys’ VCR).

3.5
The ‘Yeovil Sands Hills and Valleys’ LCA broadly covers the north part of
the study area and the assessment identifies and describes the area thus;

This covers the hilly country north and west of Crewkerne as far west as Herne Hill. This is
a very attractive area where deep, bracken and gorse-covered coombes like Tuncombe,
contrast with intensive arable lands crossed by deep wooded goyles like Fords Croft Goil
and Shippen Lea Goil. There are a number of woodlands, many coniferised. Beech is also
successful introduction. Apart from a few on roadsides, hedges are no longer a significant
landscape feature and Hinton Park once a ‘designed’ landscape is now a large arable field.
Hinton St George sits astride a low wooded escarpment, which looks like a small-scale
version of Windwhistle when viewed from the north.
The landscape to the north and west of Merriott village is described as an;
“interesting balance of low hills and small valleys, with medium sized fields, well hedged”
(Merriott Parish Council 1991)
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The area is sub-divided to reflect local variation in landscape character, to better
facilitate the subsequent sensitivity evaluation, as follows;
i)

ii)

western combes, which describes the gently undulating Windwhistle
footslopes, which are incised by a series of headwater streams to the
west of the town, and;
northern hillsides, which identifies the broad shoulder of land falling
northeast from Bincombe and Middle Hills toward the Parrett valley.

3.6
The Ridges and Vales south and west of Yeovil LCA, which for the
purposes of this assessment is re-titled ‘escarpment and vale’ covers the majority
of the town’s area, along with the broad valley which opens to its east and
southeast side, toward the River Parrett. It is broadly described thus;

Limestones with stoney soils cap the ridges. The intervening clays result in heavy soils,
which are difficult to cultivate in wet seasons and traditional pasture is the rule. Hedges are
numerous, embanked and thick with a high number of shrubs and woodland plants. Most
road verges and the steeper hillside slopes have rich wildflower colonies.
This is limestone and clay vale country where there is a traditional and aesthetically
pleasing balance between the basic elements of lowland English landscape- thick winding
hedges, many hedgerow oaks, tree-lined brooks, copses and larger blocks of broadleaved
woodland. The most pleasing aspect of this zone is the way the hedge-pattern accentuates
the land-form by rising up and over each ridge
This landscape is well described:
“The landscape....is governed by three long ridges - rather like fingers - which stretch from
east to west across the parish with shallow valleys in between. The result is a generally
open area with magnificent extensive views from the higher ground. There are streams in
the valleys, where the land is mainly pastoral, the small to medium-sized fields being
bounded by hedges. The narrow lanes are also lined by tall, dense hedgerows.”
Hardington Parish Council (1991)

3.7
Encroaching into the study area, yet laying outside and to the southwest of
the town, the ‘(Windwhistle) southern slopes and combes’ landscape character
area is locally identified as the ‘Axe headwaters’ for the purposes of this study. The
district assessment describes the area thus;

The River Axe separates the Windwhistle plateau from the much larger upland area to the
south which is the edge of the Dorset Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The
infant Axe meanders southwards through its broad valley into Dorset. The landscape is very
enclosed and ‘bosky’ with waterside tress, alders and pollard willows. The Exeter- Waterloo
railway line passes through this valley and cuttings, embankments and bridges add to the
complexity of scenery
The narrow ridge-top lanes of Venley Lane and Chard Lane are characterised by their
fringe of trees which wind down the valley. Either side of Venley Lane and Chard Lane are
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coombes of different character; open and grassy as at Coombe or heavily wooded as at
Wayford.
.

3.8
The resultant 4 local landscape character areas noted above are indicated
on figure 2 – landscape sensitivity.
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4) Landscape sensitivity
4.1
Landscape sensitivity can be gauged from an assessment of landscape
character in respect of how intact and well expressed its character is, along with its
condition and time-depth. Negative factors to influence a sensitivity assessment will
include detractors to local character. As this project is reviewing the likely impact of
urban development upon its rural fringe, the prospect of new build relative to its
context will be the prime consideration in this sensitivity appraisal, as will the extent
of remoteness from urban form. Looking at each local landscape area in turn, the
outcome of this stage of the study will be to grade areas of Crewkerne’s periphery
as possessing either high, moderate or low landscape sensitivity to development.
The resultant areas are indicated on figure 2 – landscape sensitivity.
4.2
The previous chapter identified three landscape character areas as falling
within the study area. The northernmost of these is the ‘Yeovil Sands Hills and
Valleys’, which is subdivided according to local variation in landscape type. Taking
these sub-divisions in turn (as identified para 3.4) the first local character area to be
considered is that of the ‘western combes’.
The western combes (character area A)
4.3
This area lays to the west of Crewkerne, and is characterised by a series of
steep-sided combes, which incise higher ground of gentle gradient to form an
intiricate series of ‘ridge and furrow’ valleys, that run like fingers in both a north and
easterly direction. Included in the study area are the combes of Mancombe,
Tuncombe, Bincombe, and the Gouldsbrook valley, with the head of the latter’s
eastern valley-sides broadly coinciding with the west edge of the town, from Curriott
Hill north to Broadshard. The combes primarily comprise narrow valleys of rough
pasture over steep slopes, in places divided by broadleaved hedgerows that run
both with and across the contour. There is a strong sense of enclosure within the
combes, which is primarily topographical, but added to by the presence of small
plantations and scrub growth on the steeper valley sides, and hedge lines that
follow and thus accentuate the head of the combe. Between each combe,
intervening fingers of upper land have a gentle northward fall, and are relatively
open with larger fields in mixed agricultural use, defined by hedgerows, a number of
which contain green lanes.
4.4
As slope gradient has precluded intensive agricultural management of the
combes, their character is relatively consistent in its expression of rough pasture,
plantation, scrub, and hedgerow enclosure. Similarly the field pattern is little
changed over time, hence the combes are graded ‘high’ sensitivity, with Mancombe
and Tuncombe particularly noteworthy for their added interest of wet woodland and
hillside ‘flushes’. As noted earlier, the east-side head of the Gouldsbrook valley
both defines the edge of this character area, and for much of its length, the west
edge of town. Between Curriott Hill and the A30 (Chard road) the town lays beyond
the combe and its valley sides, and a roadside hedgerow that follows its eastern
head provides an emphatic edge to the town. This separation is eroded only at
Lyewater, where small fields have run to nettle and bramble scrub, and become
subservient to building form, and this area is thus graded ‘low’ sensitivity. To the
north of both the A30 and Bincombe valley, the Gouldsbrook valley is less-defined
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by a relaxation of slope gradient, and here it has absorbed built form on both its
eastern slopes and within the valley bottom, inclusive of both housing and former
cloth-mills off North Street, which is the one area of the town that has extended into
this local character area. Hence the fields on the opposite (west) side of the valley
have a correspondence with the urban character of North Street’s environs, and it is
also noted that the typical combe character is eroded in places, by historic hedge
and orchard removal, and alongside residential areas where stretches of the
urban:rural interface has lost its definition through both a lack of, and differing
approaches to hedgerow management. These areas are thus graded ‘moderate’
sensitivity, other than specific locations where the above changes have led to a
substantial erosion of character, which are subsequently graded ‘low’ .
4.5
Land occupying the higher fingers of ground between the combes has long
been in mixed agricultural use and is simply expressed by larger open fields of
gentle gradient, defined by broadleaved hedgerows with occasional specimen trees.
Where the landscape pattern remains intact and is in generally good condition, a
‘high’ sensitivity grading is noted. There are however fields in closer proximity to
Crewkerne, most notably to either side of Saunders Piece lane, where hedgerows
acting as field boundaries have either been lost to earlier removal, or became gappy
through either stock grazing or non-intervention. Yet the double-lines of hedgerows
within which both the Saunders Piece and Crow Castle lanes run remain intact, and
are a strong characteristic of the local landscape. Consequently these areas are
graded ‘moderate’ sensitivity.
The Northern hillsides (character area B)
4.6
In contrast to the western combes, this second character area is formed over
a broad shoulder of land with a north-easterly aspect falling from the head of Middle
and Furringdon Hills toward the River Parrett. This hillside has a gentle, relatively
even gradient throughout, overlaid by a mid-large scale rectilinear field pattern that
is demarcated by trimmed native hedgerows, inclusive of occasional specimen
trees. Toward the head of the hill, the upper slopes fold around headwater springs
and this indented landform corresponds with a field pattern of smaller irregular
scale, with thick unmanaged hedgerows and green lanes such as ‘Longstrings’.
4.7
Development has spread into this character area in recent years, primarily in
the form of residential growth to the north side of Bincombe Hill, and currently over
the head of Middle Hill. In most part, these housing areas stand on plateau sites
that are contained by mature hedgerows, which also define the edge of the hilltop.
To the south of the A30, a large area of farmland extending from the cemetery east
to Higher Easthame Lane is currently allocated for development in the local
development plan. The landscape sensitivity of this ‘key site’ for development is not
assessed, though it is noted that earlier landscape studies were not supportive of its
allocation, which is highly visible, poorly related to the town, and lays over the
outward falling slopes of this character area.
4.8
Whilst much of this character area is characterised by mid- and large-scale
fields and is relatively open, such is typical of the Yeovil Scarplands hill and valley
landscape, with its rolling ridge tops, sense of openness, and mid-large field pattern.
As the hillside slopes lay with their faces away from the town, and are clearly rural
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in their expression, they are thus graded as being of ‘high’ sensitivity. Exceptions to
this grading are i) to the immediate edge of the existing housing areas, where
erosion of the hedgerow edge has occurred; ii) fields that have been substantially
enlarged through historic hedge removal; and iii) by Furringdon Farm, where the
introduction of lines of poplar are both a contrasting and alien feature in the wider
landscape, and all are graded ‘moderate’ sensitivity.
The escarpment and clay vale (character area C)
4.9
The third local area is the ‘escarpment and clay vale’ area, and it is within
this area that the greater part of Crewkerne resides. The town demonstrates a
number of characteristics identified as typical of the Yeovil Scarplands by the
national character study, in that it is settled in a river valley; enjoys a sense of
enclosure from the bounding hills, and has a prime focus of a church tower (St.
Bartholomews - which forms part of the town’s historic core immediately below
Bincombe Hill). Within the clay vale, Crewkerne is primarily expressed by
residential growth, that has risen over the containing hillsides south toward Curriott
Hill and Maiden Beech, and southeast over Kithill, with the extent of these areas
contained by the steep sides of the Gouldsbrook combe (character area A) to the
west, and the combe associated with the Henley brook to the south and east.
Whilst housing has spread across the vale’s low hillsides, larger employment
buildings lay on ground in the base of the vale, east of the town centre and the
Henhayes recreational area.
4.10 Within this character area, the urban edge opens to the wider countryside to
both east and south, and this zone abutting the town can be broken into 3 broad
peripheral areas, namely;
a)
b)
c)

The escarpment below Butts Quarry Lane;
The open vale to the east of the town, south to Misterton, and;
The combe and hillsides below Henley, to the south of Crewkerne.

4.11 The escarpment is the eastward extension of Bincombe Hill, which runs from
above the town centre, out to the point where the scarp is broken by the course of
the River Parrett. Within the town, its upper slopes are largely covered by
woodland, other than where crossed by East Street and its associated housing.
Below East Street and the parallel green lanes of Eastham and Butts Quarry Lanes,
are a series of small rectilinear fields that extend from Henhayes to link with the
open vale to the east. Within the town, many of these fields are unmanaged, and
both fields and hedgerows have become overrun by bramble and scrub infestation.
Adjacent residential and employment development has also impacted on natural
boundary features, with some loss of consistency arising, hence this area is graded
‘low’ sensitivity. Where the continuation of this pattern is removed from the
immediate urban edge and its pressures, and whilst unmanaged is primarily intact,
such area is accordingly graded ‘moderate’.
4.12 The open vale that runs east toward the course of the River Parrett and
south toward Misterton, is characterised by large open fields that are broadly
rectilinear in pattern, primarily pasture and defined by robust native hedgerows,
interspersed by fine specimen oaks both within the hedgerows, and occasionally
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within the fields, where they endow a parkland characteristic. This is typical of clay
vale country in-part only, for the field pattern is traditionally more intricate, and there
is a greater wooded presence, both in the form of hedgerow trees and plantations.
Thus where the traditional pattern is relatively intact, represented, and remote from
urban elements, as it is toward North Perrott’s parkland and Merriott’s north edge
(as defined by the rail-line) the land is graded ‘high’ sensitivity. Conversely, the
current east edge of town has little coherence, being a differing mix of building
scales and land uses, with boundaries ill-defined and predominantly unmanaged.
However, the key site allocation intends the rationalisation of this edge with an infill
of employment, taken to a robust woody edge that ties with the landscape pattern.
Hence this key site area is not assessed, but adjacent land is considered in relation
to an emphatic and clearly articulated landscape boundary. To the east of this
boundary, by Hellings Farm, where larger fields have derived from historic
hedgerow removal, and there is a lesser tree presence, a ‘moderate’ grading is
informed, as it is opposite Crewkerne station, where heavily flailed hedgerows and
minimal tree presence has eroded local character. Two further areas are graded
‘low’ sensitivity, where the urban presence of ribbon development along Station
Road has impacted both on the field pattern, and upon the dividing boundary
features, to thus allow a pervasive urban character over this adjacent land.
4.13 The steep sides of a headwater combe below Henley Manor, that extends
east from Maiden Beech Farm to the point of its culverted crossing below the rail
embankment, thereafter north toward Viney Mills, places an emphatic stop to the
town’s current southeast extent. This combe is similar in character to those that lay
to the west of the town, being small-field rough pasture, enclosed by both the
topography and hedge lines that follow the combe head, with pockets of scrub and
marsh habitat adding to the vegetation mosaic. In being thus representative, the
combe and its associated fields to the south are graded ‘high’ sensitivity. Exceptions
are i) two fields below Henley Manor, where hedgerow removal has occurred, and
with this reduction of landscape features, a ‘moderate’ grading is assessed, and ii) a
series of small fields between the head of the combe and Kithill’s housing edge
where, with heavily reduced and gappy hedgerows, an urban presence dominates
this narrow portion of land, particularly at the westernmost end, thus informing a
grade of ‘low’ sensitivity .
Axe headwaters (Character area D)
4.14 This area lays to the southwest of Crewkerne, and is separated from the
town by a long, broad shoulder of ground that links the lower slopes of Windwhistle
Hill to the west, with Shave Hill to the south of the town. This shoulder also acts as
the physical watershed of the Axe and Parrett catchments. The character area is
primarily mixed agriculture, defined by well-hedged small and medium-sized fields,
interspersed with many fine specimen oaks and field-corner copses. Narrow
headwater streams and adjacent small areas of marsh add to the vegetation
mosaic, and as this landscape is primarily intact, having seen little agricultural
change, and has a clear rural expression, it is graded ‘high’ sensitivity. A single
exception lays in the vicinity of Sunnyside Farm, where large buildings and adjacent
domestication of land informs a ‘moderate’ rating.
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5) Visual sensitivity
5.1
This section identifies the location and extent of the visual envelope that
contains Crewkerne, and the nature of those landscape elements that visually buffer
the town from an external perception. It then reviews first the intervening land
between the town’s edge and its immediate envelope; and second the land outside
this envelope; to assess its visual relationship with Crewkerne and prime sensitive
receptors, along with identifying valued views and vantage points, and visual
detractors. From this a measure of visual sensitivity to development will be graded
low, moderate or high. The resultant sensitivity areas are indicated on figure 3 –
visual sensitivity.
Visual envelope and containment
5.2
The character area assessment identifies Crewkerne as originating from a
valley setting – primarily concentrated below and to the south of Bincombe Hill – but
notes both historical ribbon development north alongside Goulds brook (North
Street) and recent large-scale residential growth spread across and beyond the
local hillsides that contain the town centre. With the manifestation of urban form
onto this higher ground (primarily onto Bincombe and Middle Hills to the north, and
Kithill to the south) the visual containment of the town’s extent locally is reduced,
hence its visual envelope has become extended. Long views toward the town – as
it is now expressed by built form – are consequently gained from vantage points to
all external quarters outside the study area:
a) To the northeast, public vantage points on Ham and Coker Hills, and the parallel
West Chinnock/Broad Hill ridge, have a distant perception of Crewkerne’s hilltop
housing both by Kit and Middle Hills (which is more marked at night by light spill).
There is however no perception of the main body of the town, which is shielded by
Bincombe’s eastward ridge, and supplemented by its hilltop plantations and
hedgelines.
b) Elevated vantage points to the southeast, extending to Winyards Gap on the
edge of the Dorset Hills AONB some 6km distant, lay within the one quarter that has
an overview of the town in its clay vale setting. From these viewpoints, the town
appears relatively compact, and subservient in scale to its rural surround, though it
is noted that the CLR housing allocation appears both unrelated to, and separate
from, the main area of the town.
c) Whilst Windwhistle Hill and its associated ridges to the west of the town are at a
much greater elevation than Crewkerne in its valley setting, an intervening mix of
woodland, hedgerows, and the heads of folding ground, ensure a limited public
perception of the town. Vantage points are restricted to the head of Venley Lane
above Hewish, which provide distant sight of the town’s more elevated urban areas
only.
d) There is similar limited perception of the town from the northeast, for lowtrajectory views can only be gained from local roads by Shutteroaks and Hinton St
George’s east edge, where breaks in both the vegetation pattern and a general fall
in the level of the intervening topography, allow narrow lines of sight toward
Crewkerne. Again, it is only the recent housing above Ashlands Road and toward
the head of Kithill, which provide any sense of Crewkerne’s presence.
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5.3
The town’s wider visual envelope (which defines its zone of visual influence)
can thus be drawn well beyond the study area, to include Ham, Chiselborough and
Coker hills to the northeast; the northern head of the Dorset hills to the southeast,
which link to Knowle and Shave Hills to the south of the town, around to the
eastward head of the Windwhistle ridge and its northern footslopes to the west.
5.4
Whilst the town’s zone of visual influence is widely drawn, it is also noted that
a combination of topography and woody landscape features, provide a level of both
visual containment, and definition of the town’s immediate setting. This is most
clearly defined to the west of the town, where the high ground that acts as a
watershed to the Axe and Parrett catchments, linking Shave Hill to the head of
Tuncombe, is viewed as skyline from both within the town (photo 12) and the Axe
valley (photo 9) as it opens to the southwest. This line of local containment extends
northeast, broadly following the high ground between Tuncombe and the
Gouldsbrook valley, running alongside the green lanes of Saunders Piece and Crow
Castle Lanes, whose double hedgerows supplement this elevated (relative to the
combes) finger of land, to define the local envelope to the northwest.
5.5
Bincombe Hill had previously offered containment of the town as viewed from
the northeast, and still serves to obscure the greater part of the town from this
quarter. However, Crewkerne’s recent expansion over this hilltop has little visual
containment other than the brow of Furringdon Hill to the north, thus this quarter of
town is heavily reliant upon the perpetuation of hedgerow cover at the housing’s
edge, to effectively buffer urban form, or it is otherwise open to wider view in this
northeast quarter. Through the southeastern quadrant - from Higher Easthams,
south through Misterton, and west toward Henley and Shave Hill - the gentle
gradient of the open vale allows a degree of intervisibility between the town and the
numerous rural vantage points from local roads, rights of way, and housing within
this quadrant. Hence the local envelope defining the town’s immediate visual
setting is drawn at greater distance from the town’s edge: This relates to the
containment provided by the parkland plantations at the edge of North Perrott Park,
which allied to the double hedgerows of local green lanes by Mill Farm, provides a
diffuse buffer to intervisibility between the town and the wider countryside to the
east. Misterton in most part is separated from land to the north by the railway
embankment, and vegetation cover at railside. A low rise in the ground, running
parallel with, and to the south of Cathole Bridge Road, thereafter following the
wooded shoulder of land that rises to Henley Manor, completes the immediate
envelope to the south of the town.
Visual profile of Crewkerne’s immediate edge
5.6
Within local visual envelope, the main open areas of Crewkerne’s periphery
can be identified as:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

the fields below Butts Quarry Lane, south to Station Road;
land laying between Misterton and Kithill;
the land between Henley and Maiden Beech;
land west of Crewkerne, south of the A30;
land west of Crewkerne, north of the A30; and;
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vi)

the land between Furringdon and Bincombe Hills, inclusive of the
open hillsides falling northeast

Area (i)
5.7
Within the area between Butts Quarry Lane and Misterton’s north edge, and
east to those woody elements that provide a partial visual buffer from wider
perception, there is a high level of intervisibility with Crewkerne’s urban form, as
expressed by its immediate built edge, and more distant housing rising over the
valley’s lower hillsides. Views into this area from Butts Quarry Lane (photo 4) clearly
see the open fields of the clay vale as sharing the same topographical unit as the
town’s eastward extent, as expressed by the large employment structures in the
valley bottom, and the housing over the valley’s southern sides below Kithill, and as
projected by Station Road’s ribbon of housing. Thus a clear urban character is
already established at the town’s east edge, with no constraining feature, either
physical or visual. Given the high level of intervisibility; a close relationship with
building form (which will include the CLR key site employment allocation) and the
general low profile of the land, the fields alongside the town’s edge are accordingly
graded ‘low’ sensitivity.
5.8
Both the Monarch’s Way and Liberty Trail are regional recreational paths
(and thus sensitive receptors) that share the same rights of way between Higher
Easthams, and Mill Farm, Misterton. Whilst traversing the clay vale, and with clear
lines of view toward Crewkerne, these paths are sited in a rural context of some
quality (as assessed 4.12) and perceive a value of the intervening open farmland, in
providing separation of the town from the wider countryside; enabling separation of
Misterton from Crewkerne to thus retain its village identify; and in providing a visual
link with the open escarpment to the north, thus perpetuating cohesive rural
landcover. The fields immediately adjacent the paths, and in their immediate line of
vision, are thus graded ‘high’ sensitivity, as are those woody elements that provide
visual buffering. The remaining farmland laying between the areas of low and high
grading, is accordingly valued as ‘moderate’ sensitivity.
5.9
The remaining fields within this visual quadrant are those that lay below Butts
Quarry Lane. The northernmost fields are escarpment, which link with the wooded
grounds of the cemetery and adjoining properties, and extend east beyond the
study area toward North Perrott. This escarpment is prominent to both local and
longer views to the southeast and within the town retains a largely undeveloped
character, which is a core characteristic of its centre, as expressed by Bincombe
Hill. This land is thus graded ‘high’ sensitivity, falling to a ‘moderate’ grading where
a lesser elevation and a degree of visual buffering from local hedgerows results in a
reduced visual profile. Below the escarpment, a series of small fields run west
toward Henhayes and the town centre. Overlooked by the housing of East Street
and Easthams Lane to the north, and abutting the town’s employment area to the
south, these fields have a limited visual profile, and given the urban presence to
either side, are thus graded ‘low’ sensitivity.
Area (ii)
5.10 This area includes the fields between Station Road and the town’s southeast
residential edge, which share the same broad hillside in relation to the clay vale, but
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are separated by the combe associated with the Henley stream. Clearest sight of
these fields are gained from Station Road adjacent, and it is noted that their open
character enables clear views across the land toward the town, in which Station
Road’s housing is seen in conjunction with that of the town (photo 7) to thus
establish an urban character. However, the fields also provide separation from
Misterton village, and with the distance of this land from the town’s core
emphasised by the ‘break’ of the combe’s steep valley sides, these fields are
graded ‘moderate’ sensitivity, with the exception of the northernmost field, which
with a lower elevation, and the advent of the CLR ‘key site’ to the north imposing
built form to 3 sides, is thus graded ‘low’ sensitivity. The combe is also graded ‘low’
to the north of the railway embankment, as there is limited public perception of this
length of the valley, and its head is dominated by housing form hard against its
western edge. However, fields to either side of Cathole bridge road provide clear
separation of Misterton from Crewkerne’s southern edge, and local skyline
intervention in local views toward the town. As they also lay outside the base of the
town’s immediate clay vale setting, they are graded ‘high’ sensitivity.
Area (iii)
5.11 Land between Henley and the town’s southern edge by Maiden Beech and
the head of Kithill, lays in a separate valley from the clay vale, formed around the
spring-fed headwaters of the Henley brook. There is limited public perception of this
area, other than from Cathole bridge road; the public footpath that links to Henley
Manor’s drive (photo 8) and sections of the Liberty Trail to the east. These views
perceive Crewkerne’s edge crudely expressed by unmitigated skyline housing
blocks, at the northern head of the valley. However, whilst land adjacent the
housing is visually degraded by urban presence, its skyline prominence in local
views is also acknowledged as sensitive, in its potential to better buffer and contain
potential development. Consequently, on balance the fields by the town’s immediate
edge are graded ‘moderate’ other than their outer edge and the northern head of
the Henley Valley, which is graded ‘high’ sensitivity.
5.12 Toward Henley Manor and Shave Hill (south of the study area) the land rises
to form a local skyline, visible both from the town, and wider external vantage
points. As this land is separate from the town’s urban setting, and has a strong rural
expression, it is thus graded ‘high’ sensitivity. Ground at lower elevation, forming the
valley base, also has a strong rural expression, with little sense of Crewkerne’s
edge close by to the north. However, with a reduced visual profile it is thus graded
‘moderate’ sensitivity, dropping to ‘low’ only where there is minimal public
perception of its presence.
Area (iv)
5.13 In establishing the town’s immediate visual envelope, it was noted that the
high ground watershed of the Axe and Parrett catchments forms a clear skyline
feature to thus define the town’s wider visual setting, and to provide separation from
the Axe valley to the southwest. This watershed is expressed primarily as an open
shoulder of farmland running between Maiden Beech and the head of Tuncombe,
interspersed with tree groups and a woodland block above the Chard Road. This
high land has a clear rural expression, is separated from the town by the valley
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associated with the Gouldsbrook, and is notable as the backdrop to the town’s
historic core as viewed from its East Street approach, and the sensitive receptor of
Bincombe Hill’s head. It is thus graded ‘high’ sensitivity.
5.14 South of the A30, the combes associated with the head of the Gould’s brook
provide a clear separation of the town from the wider countryside, and the steep
slopes of the eastern side of the combe currently establish an emphatic edge to
Crewkerne’s western extent in this southeast quarter (photo 10). However, whilst
the combes are expressed as farmland, and thus are integrated visually with the
higher ground of the watershed, their lower slopes have a limited visual profile. The
combes are thus graded ‘moderate’ sensitivity, other than where in close
correspondence with both Lyewater and Barn Street’s housing, where built form is
the dominant visual element, thus informing a ‘low’ sensitivity grading.
Area (v)
5.15 Bincombe valley lays due west of St Bartholomews church, and from the
upper slopes of the combe, the church tower is seen to be the central focus of both
the narrowing valley sides, and the town’s built form (photo 11). This view has a
particularly high public profile through tourism promotions, and as the combe’s
pasture slopes and specimen trees project a clear rural expression, with little hint of
the town’s presence in the clay vale beyond, Bincombe valley is graded ‘high’
sensitivity. North of Bincombe and above the sides of the Gouldsbrook valley, the
‘finger’ of high ground that runs alongside both Saunders Piece and Crow Castle
Lanes forms a local skyline, and contains many lines of view toward the town. With
the double hedgerow lines of these green lanes both clear to view from the town’s
main recreational area of Bincombe Hill, and Fairy Hill (photo 14) and a distinctive
characteristic of the locality, these lanes and their adjacent high ground are graded
‘high’ sensitivity, dropping to a ‘moderate’ grading where of a lower elevation (and
thus of a lesser visual profile) and in closer proximity to the town. Toward the
northern end of North Street, the valley narrows, and the lower hillsides lay
immediately alongside a mix of residential and employment plots, with the sharply
rising housing mass associated with Ashlands road a dominant visual element on
the opposite side of the valley. With a limited public perception of this area, and with
urban form dominant, land toward the valley bottom is graded ‘low’ sensitivity.
Area (vi)
5.16 Between Furringdon and Middle Hills is a saddle of land, relatively well
contained from view to both east and west. Adjacent to recent housing
development, and laying at a lower elevation to it, yet expressing a rural character
defined by a robust hedgerow pattern, this area is thus graded ‘moderate’
sensitivity, with a single field exception where external perception is negligible,
hence its grading is ‘low’. The current north extent of Crewkerne’s housing has been
contained to the ‘plateau’ head of the hills, and is predominantly buffered by
hedgerows, with the adjacent upper hillsides being of greater visual profile as
viewed from both east (photos 2 and 3) and west (photo 13). These prominent
hillsides are thus graded ‘high’ sensitivity, as their hedgerow cover provides a
buffering function, and the scale of their undeveloped profile counters the presence
of the hilltop’s urban form. Much of the outer face of both Furringdon and
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Bincombe’s hillsides is similarly graded, due both to their clear rural expression; a
lack of relationship with urban form, being clearly part of the wider countryside to
this side of the town; and their wider visual profile to vantage points beyond the
study area. The exceptions are a narrow combe flowing northeast from below
Higher Easthams Hill Farm, and plateau land by the farm, that has a lesser visual
profile. Similarly so has land by Lower Easthams Farm that will be viewed at a lower
elevation to, and against the backdrop of the residential allocation of, the CLR ‘key
site’. Both are consequently graded ‘moderate’ sensitivity. However, the local
skylines of both Furringdon Hill, and the high ground extending east from the line of
Butts Quarry Lane, are graded ‘high’ sensitivity, as both are primary topographical
elements of rural expression, that shield the town from a wider perception, and have
a high visual prominence.
Visual profile of land beyond Crewkerne’s immediate visual envelope
5.17 Finally, a large area of land within the study area, yet outside the immediate
visual envelope of the town, lays to the west of the town. Part of this area
comprises a headwater valley of the River Axe, which falls southwest from Maiden
Beech, and has no visual correspondence with Crewkerne; a high visual profile as
viewed from its defining hillsides in both Dorset and Somerset; and a strong rural
expression. Similarly, land to the west of Crewkerne is characterised by the rich
diversity of the deep-sided combes of Mancombe and Tuncombe, which whilst of a
lesser public profile than the Axe valley, is distinctive in expressing an ecologically
diverse mix of woodland, pasture, marsh, scrub and streamside, and is remote from
urban expression. Vantage points on the ‘fingers’ of higher ground above the
combes, allow longer views across the wider countryside, and the heads of the
combes. It is pertinent that the natural character study of the Yeovil Scarplands has
identified that views available across hills and ridges are particularly valuable in
giving the impression of a sparsely settled land. With such a value thus bestowed
as a component of visual character, these upper ‘fingers’ of perceptible elevation
are thus graded ‘high’ sensitivity, along with the greater visual diversity and rural
character of the combes, and the Axe headwaters valley. There are two minor
exceptions, both being areas of land with a degree of development, some
expression of ‘horsiculture’ - with its post and rail paddocks and scattered field
shelters - a proximity to the town’s edge, and a low visual profile: They are i) land
southeast of Cornmead Farm, to the west of the Lyme Regis road, and ii) land
below ‘Laburnums’ on the Hinton Road, both of which are graded ‘moderate’
sensitivity.
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6)

Value and Constraints

6.1
The study to date has already noted a number of landscape and historic
features of value, and their intrinsic value will have already been weighted in the
report. However, areas of wildlife value (and their margins) plus sites with specific
cultural association or high recreational and amenity value are also considered, as
are the topographical constraints of floodplain and slope, as factors that may limit
potential - and thus a capacity - for development. These elements are indicated on
figure 4; values and constraints.
6.2
There are numerous designated wildlife sites in close proximity to
Crewkerne. These include Millwater SSSI by Westover Lane, and adjoining land
designated as a CWS, with a range of scrub, unimproved grassland, marsh and
ponds the main interest, whilst Bincombe Hill is designated a local nature reserve.
To the east of Kithill, there is a CWS primarily of unimproved pasture, with pockets
of broadleaved woodland and scrub, which links around the south of the town with
Cathole Bridge meadow (unimproved calcareous grassland, scrub, stream and
marsh) Crewkerne railway cutting (unimproved calcareous grassland) to the
unimproved pasture of Folly Farm meadows toward Hewish. To the north of the
A30, the combes all share some grassland interest, with Mancombe CWS also
hosting broadleaved woodland, scrub, ponds and tufa springs, whilst ‘Cripple Hole’
in Tuncombe is a CWS designated primarily for the floristic interest of its grassland.
6.3
Bincombe Hill with its associated area of woodland and meadow is already
noted for its nature conservation value. The site is also a prime recreational asset,
managed for wildlife, access and amenity benefit for the town’s enjoyment. The
Parrett, Liberty, and Monarchs Way national trails link to the town from the east,
whilst the many green lanes that encircle the town are a well-used recreational
resource. To the west of town, paths acting as links to the green lanes are also
intensively walked.
6.4
The River Parrett and its headwater tributaries have associated areas prone
to flooding in immediate proximity (identified as flood zone 2 by the EA) particularly
below (east of) the town, and throughout the length of the main river. Whilst only a
partial constraint to development in the past, it is recognised that floodplain is
regarded as an undesirable area for development, and without associated
attenuation and balancing features being built into any development, its form, extent
and type will be constrained by flood risk.
6.5
Much of residential Crewkerne has been built over rising ground, and in
areas of marked slope, e.g; above the west end of Ashlands road, an adverse visual
impact of building mass is clear. It is also accepted that building over steep slopes
is contrary to sustainability objectives, for the increased energy and resources
expended in detailed cut and fill works; additional import and use of construction
materials; and the difficulty of achieving appropriate urban densities, are all negative
factors. Visually, building mass over rising ground is difficult to mitigate, and can be
an adverse and dominant element in the townscape. Hence slopes in excess of 15o
are indicated as placing a constraint on development form, and will be factored into
the capacity equation – such areas will primarily include steeper land on the
hillsides and in the combes to the south and west of the town.
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7)

Landscape Capacity of Urban Periphery

7.1
In sections 4 and 5 of this report, both landscape character and visual
sensitivities have been assessed, graded and mapped (figures 2 and 3). A
landscape’s capacity to accommodate built development will be the direct converse
of the overall sensitivity judgement (a matrix representation of both character and
visual sensitivities, see appendix 1) unless specific landscape values or
development constraints are significant enough to reduce capacity one grade lower.
The capacity plan for Crewkerne resulting from application of the matrix is indicated
on figure 5 – landscape capacity.
7.2
The resultant plan indicates the study area divided into 5 broad
categorisations of landscape capacity to accommodate built development, graded
high; moderate-high; medium; moderate-low; and low, coloured red; orange; yellow;
green and blue respectively. As the aim of this study is to identify land that has the
capacity to be developed without too adverse an impact upon the landscape
resource, it follows that those areas categorised as high and moderate-high
capacity, and in a credible relationship with the town, should be investigated as
potential development sites.
7.3
Six potential areas for development can thus be identified on the landscape
capacity plan being;
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

to the east of Henhayes, south of Eastham’s Lane;
east of the CLR employment allocation by Hellings Farm;
south of Station Road;
to the south of Kithill Lane;
north and south of Lyewater, and;
to the west of North Street.

7.4
Area (i) indicates four fields running east from Henhayes recreation ground
as having clear potential for development. Within these fields there is currently a
local plan allocation for sports and informal recreation use, alongside an identified
local need for both car parking and further sports facilities that has been focussed
upon this general vicinity. Adjacent urban development is housing to the north, and
employment buildings to the south, though gradient here is likely to preclude
practicable development for employment, with its need for larger span structures
and flat storage/hardstanding areas. Consequently residential growth would appear
to be the most appropriate form of development in this location, with an allowance
for both recreation and car parking. Four further fields are indicated as having
some development potential over their southern half, below Easthams Lane. Their
close proximity to the Sewage Works is likely to preclude housing (cordon-sanitaire)
whilst gradient again is likely to limit the scope for employment development, along
with accessibility difficulties. This latter area is thus noted as having limited
potential, but discounted from further investigation here.
7.5
Three fields are indicated (area ii) to the immediate east edge of the CLR
employment allocation, extending south to include Hellings Farm. Relative to the
topography of much of the town, this area has a gentle gradient, and few landscape
constraints. The land to the west is to be characterised by the key site’s
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employment form, whilst Station Road’s housing lays to the south. As this quarter
of the town is less sensitive visually, thus offering less constraint on scale and
mass, then both employment and residential forms of development are considered
appropriate options for growth in this area.
It is noted that 4 further mid-scale fields are graded as being of ‘moderate’ capacity
immediately alongside the above ‘moderate-high’ area, but lay outward from the
town, toward the Parrett valley and Misterton. As the open character of this area
allows a capacity for visual intrusion, the scope to extend a residential allocation
into a proportion of this ‘moderate’ land is likely to be unacceptable, unless it were
also to include the delivery of a strategic open-space/recreational and landscape
buffer to its east and southern edges. Such an inclusion would be essential to better
separate and contain the town from the fields that buffer both Misterton and
landscape sensitive sites to the east. In such an instance, this additional land might
be considered for development.
7.6
To the south of Station Road (area iii) two fields are indicated with a capacity
for development to the rear of the existing roadside housing. With residential form
characterising adjacent land, further housing in this location would appear to a
logical development option. However the integration of two mid-scale fields to the
south graded ‘moderate’; which are clearly contained by Station Road; the railway
cutting; and the combe separating the site from Kithill’s housing; may offer a larger
development option without undue landscape impact. With this land relatively flat,
then providing the wildlife sensitivities of the adjacent combe are safeguarded, and
the southern edge visually contained, then there is potential for a residential :
employment mix in this area.
7.7
Three small fields are indicated at Kithills southern edge (area iv). The plan
shows no capacity for further expansion to the south, and the local skyline is noted
as sensitive, and thus a constraining landscape element to potential development.
Adjacent urban form is housing, and given skyline sensitivities, residential growth
would appear to be the only appropriate form of development in this location, but
with a strong, integrated landscape buffer to the area’s southern edge.
7.8
Area (v) indicates two small areas to either side of Lyewater (and the A30
Chard Road). Neither offer strategic development potential, both being constrained
by gradient, and lack of access. The site to the north (below Gouldsbrook terrace)
also lays adjacent the Conservation Area, to which it contributes an edge of open
land. This area is thus discounted.
7.9
Finally, two small fields, and two portions of a mid-scale field, are indicated
(area vi) to the west of North Street’s residential area, in the vicinity of the
Ashlands’s Meadow/Redgate Park, and the former brewery site. With adjacent
urban areas being housing, and gradient a constraint to development, residential
growth would appear the only viable development option in this location. However,
both plots lack access, and a credible relationship with the general housing pattern
in close proximity. The areas are thus noted as having limited potential, but
discounted from further investigation here.
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8) Outline Proposals
8.1
Four potential areas of development have been identified by the landscape
capacity plan, and their potential uses outlined in the previous section, paras 7.3 7.7. This final section of the report provides further guidance on the form of
development acceptable in landscape terms, any necessary mitigation, and an
indication of the potential extent of development.
8.2
The first site lays within Crewkerne’s built area, by Henhayes recreation field,
and offers the potential for sustainable development in close proximity to the town’s
core. The site area amounts to 4.5ha and has the capacity to accommodate
additional parking for the town; sports facilities to complement Henhayes
recreational provision, and residential growth. Calculating 0.5ha as the necessary
area for an addition of 200 car parking spaces, and 2.0ha sufficient to provide the
current recreational allocation (albeit in a changed layout to that indicated in the
local plan – to better deal with slope constraint) then the remaining 2.0ha is
theoretically available for housing. Within an established urban context, build
densities of 50dph are feasible, tempered only by rising ground along the northern
edge of the fields. The site is well contained by both vegetative and built elements,
hence landscape treatment would simply require the retention and management of
the site’s best hedgerows.
8.3
East of CLR’s employment allocation, an area of approx 10ha is suggested
as providing scope for an eastward extension of the town. The low trajectory of the
land enables a mix of land uses, with a 5ha field north of Hellings Farm best placed
to accommodate employment form, given the land’s low visual profile and close
relationship to the key site allocation. The remainder of the land can comfortably
accommodate residential growth, allowing for amenity open space and structural
landscape provision, and with few visibility issues, densities rising to 50dph are
attainable on the land in the immediate vicinity of Hellings Farm.
8.4
As noted in para. 7.5, should Crewkerne be required to accommodate largescale growth, the above area has some potential to be extended to include
‘moderate’ graded land to the east, enabling an enlarged area up to 30ha in total to
be reviewed as a potential development site, extending east 300 metres beyond
Hellings Farm to an established line of field hedgerows, and south toward the
Bradford’s site, north of Crewkerne rail station. Such a proposition raises landscape
concerns, due to its degree of detachment from the town, and because it lacks
definitive landscape containment. Commensurate landscape provision to mitigate
the adverse landscape impact of a development footprint in this rural location would
be essential. However, should the provision of a robust landscape buffer, inclusive
of amenity open space, plus open-field recreational facilities provided to serve not
only this site, but also areas (iii) and (iv) and sited to ensure continued separation of
Crewkerne from Misterton be integrated within a larger allocation, then some
potential to extend the development area is considered feasible. In such an
instance, an overall package rising to 21.0ha residential/employment mix is deemed
feasible, with housing primarily at medium densities to respond to landscape
sensitivities, plus a strategic landscape ‘buffer’ dedicated to open space, recreation
and landscape treatment of circa 9.0 ha. integrated to ensure a modified impact.
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8.5
Land west of Station Road is suggested as having scope for a mix of both
residential and employment form, though housing would be the main land-use,
responsive to the level of site-visibility, and character of adjacent urban form. The
area extends to 13.5ha and has few landscape constraints, hence other than a
need for sufficient land being set aside for open space provision and landscape
treatment of the site’s edge, the remainder of the area would appear to be available
for built development. A mixed residential/employment allocation circa 10ha would
thus appear feasible, with densities ranging from 35-50dph in response to
landscape sensitivity, the remaining land being set aside for strategic landscape
treatment; informal open space; and recreational provision. However, should a
larger site be developed by Helling Farm (as para 8.4 above) to include strategic
sports provision, then the built development area in this location could be extended
to 11.5ha.
8.6
By Kithill, a 3.5ha area of land is identified as having housing potential, but is
qualified by a need for sensitive landscape edge treatment, given its location
against the skyline. Allowing for sufficient space for effective buffering, and
acknowledging the length of the outer boundary of the site coincident with the
skyline, it would appear that an area not exceeding 2.2ha for low density housing
only is feasible.
8.7
In summary, the following areas are put forward as having potential for
development:
(i)

East of Henhayes

-

2.0ha residential (>50dph)
2.0ha recreation
0.5ha car parking

(ii)

By Hellings Farm:
- option (A) as para 8.3

-

5.0ha employment
3.5ha residential (dph range 35-50)
1.5ha open space/landscape provision

- option (B) as para 8.4

-

21.0ha residential/employment (40dph)
9.0ha recreation/open space and
structural landscape provision

South of Station Road:
- if with option (ii) A

-

10.0ha residential/employment
3.5ha recreation/open space and
structural landscape provision

- if with option (ii) B

-

11.5ha residential/employment
2.0ha open space/landscape provision
(in both instances, house densities
35>50 dph is advised)

South of Kithill:

-

2.2ha residential (35dph)
1.3ha structural landscape provision

(iii)

(iv)
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7.8
The capacity study indicates that Crewkerne has limited scope for landscape
- sympathetic growth. The above sites are thus proposed to maximise that
available scope, and offer a potential of 4.2ha dedicated to residential land, with a
further 32.5ha available to be split between residential and employment use as
need dictates. Should 30ha of this land be required for housing, then there is
broadly a potential for 1200 houses.
The areas identified as having a capacity for development aggregate to a
substantial land-take, and offer a choice of potential development sites, and their
site-sequencing within and beyond the LDF period 2006-2026, responsive to
ongoing appraisal of the town’s needs and its capacity for sustainable growth.
Arising from this capacity study, it is clear that the resultant growth areas lay within
the prime valley setting of the town, and avoid land of high landscape sensitivity.
Such location thus offers a potential for planned development that does not
adversely impact upon either the wider setting of the town, or its landscape context,
consistent with this assessments prime objectives.

Robert Archer
15 February 2008
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Appendix 1 - landscape capacity matrix
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Landscape Capacity Matrix:
A landscape’s capacity to accommodate built development will be the direct
converse of the overall sensitivity judgement (a matrix representation of both
character and visual sensitivities) unless specific landscape values or development
constraints are significant enough to reduce capacity one grade lower.

Landscape Character Sensitivity to Built Development
+
Visual Sensitivity to Built Development
=
Overall Sensitivity to Built Environment
+
Constraints and Values
=

High
Capacity

Moderate

Low

Moderate
High

Moderate
Low

Moderate
Capacity

Moderate
High

High

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER SENSITIVITY

Capacity to Accommodate Built Development

Low
Capacity

Moderate
Low

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

Moderate

VISUAL SENSITIVITY
Landscape Capacity Matrix
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Appendix 2 - historic landscape character

Historic landscape characterisation – Crewkerne
Copyright, Somerset Historic Environment Record, Somerset County Council

key:
Unenclosed pasture
Anciently Enclosed Land pre-17th century. General field size, 6-12ha.
Between 25% and 50% boundary loss since 1905.
Anciently Enclosed Land modified 17th to 19th century. General field size,
6-12ha. Less than 25% boundary loss since 1905.
Anciently Enclosed Land modified 19th to 21st century. General field size, 612ha. More than 50% boundary loss since 1905.
Recently Enclosed Land 17th to 18th century. General field size 6-12ha.
Between 25% and 50% boundary loss since 1905.
Recently Enclosed Land 18th to 21st century. General field size, 3-6ha.
Less than 25% boundary loss since 1905.
Replanted ancient woodland (as defined by English Nature).
Historic Parkland

Peripheral landscape study – Crewkerne
Appendix 3 - photos

Crewkerne peripheral landscape study

Photo 1: From A30 Yeovil road approach by Haselbury Firs, looking southwest
toward the CLR key site.

Photo 2: from Haselbury Firs looking southwest toward the town, with the
cemetery and development associated with Ashlands Road on the skyline.
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Crewkerne peripheral landscape study

Photo 3: South of Furringdon Hill, looking southwest toward recent development
on Middle Hill

Photo 4: Looking south from Butts Quarry Lane, toward housing along Station
Road (A356 to Dorchester).
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Crewkerne peripheral landscape study

Photo 5: Looking W from the ‘Monarchs Way’ regional trail, toward the town
centre, as denoted by the tower of St. Bartholomews church.

Photo 6: The reverse view from below Easthams Lane, looking east.
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Crewkerne peripheral landscape study

Page 7: Looking northwest toward Crewkerne from its rail station, with Station
Road housing in the foreground.

Photo 8: Kithill’s housing lays along the skyline as viewed from the approach road
to Henley Manor.
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Photo 9: From Hewish Lane, looking toward the high ground that forms the Axe:
Parrett watershed, which conceals view of Crewkerne’s edge as viewed from the
Axe valley.

Photo 10: The deep combe at the head of the Gouldsbrook valley, which
demarcates Crewkerne’s west edge.
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Photo 11: Looking east along Bincombe valley toward St Bartholomews Church,
the central focus of the town’s historic core.

Photo 12: From Bincombe Hill, looking southwest across the town centre, with
the Axe:Parrett watershed ridge acting as skyline.
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Crewkerne peripheral landscape study

Figure 13: Looking northeast from Crow Castle Lane, across North Street toward
hilltop development on Middle Hill.

Photo 14: The reverse view, toward the pasture fields that align the west side of
the Gouldsbrook valley, above North Street’s ribbon of housing land.
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Peripheral landscape study – Crewkerne
Appendix 4 - plans
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